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Abstract
Background: The increasing opportunities for medical students to participate in international, supervised
and structured electives have been shown in our recent study, which enhanced students’ professionalism,
cultural competence and clinical reasoning skills in preclinical years. However, evidence is scant in
achieving the speci�c learning objectives and improving clinical reasoning during clinical years. This
study aims to demonstrate how the short-term supervised elective can improve students’ clinical
reasoning skills, skills of case report writing and satisfactory academic performance.

Results: We recorded daily discussions on the demonstrated skills and cases collection with six Curtin
Medical School students from Australia during a 19-day supervised elective at the First A�liated hospital,
Sun Yat-sen University, China. The daily clinical reasoning discussions, case collection and bedside
demonstrations in different disciplines became the main content of the re�ections discussed in this
article. Their feedback was recorded post-elective to examine the impact of the exchange in their ongoing
case report writing, clinical reasoning skills development and academic performance. The main themes
of case-based clinical reasoning identi�ed in the daily discussions and feedbacks were described by the
students in two frameworks. Learning through clinical reasoning is well demonstrated during students-
supervisors daily debrief. The students have used these clinical reasoning skills in their ensuing clinical
placement with satisfactory academic performances. The students have completed two case reports
individually with cases for publication in both Australian Doctor and BMJ case report. The supervisors
obtained students’ feedbacks at the time of the elective, 6-month and 12-month post-elective, and
feedback summary is highlighted in three aspects including improved clinical reasoning skills, scienti�c
writing skills and satisfactory academic performance.

Conclusions: These re�ections provide insight into how this exchange elective may improve students’
clinical reasoning, enhance scienti�c writing skills and strengthen academic performance.

Introduction
The increasing opportunities for medical students to participate in international, supervised, and
structured electives have been shown in recent study1 enhancing students’ professionalism, cultural
competence, and clinical reasoning introduction in preclinical-years. However, evidence is scant in
achieving the same goals on clinical reasoning during clinical-years. This study aims to demonstrate how
short-term supervised elective can improve students’ clinical reasoning skills to empower ongoing self-
directed clinical learning through bedside demonstration, case presentation, case report writing for
publication. The integration of bedside demonstration and case report writing into clinical reasoning is
the central theme for this discussion.

Methods
Setting
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Curtin Medical School is a new medical school in Perth, Australia. The six students from Curtin Medical
School were in their transition year from preclinical year to the combined preclinical-clinical and full-
clinical year. The First A�liated Hospital, Sun Yat-sen University, Guangzhou, China is one of China’s most
prestigious hospitals, hosting medical students enrolled in the Sun Yat-sen Medical School. The hospital
is ranked second in terms of undergraduate teaching and �fth in clinical services and medical research in
China. Curtin Medical School and Sun Yat-sen Medical School jointly developed the Speci�c Learning
Objectives for the students prior to the commencement of the program. The 19-day program included a
14-day academic program at the First A�liated Hospital, Macau hospital and Sun Yat-sen University Eye
Hospital. The fourteen-day academic program was pre-planned and the students would visit one or two
disciplines daily, based on the outlined Anticipated Learning Opportunities and Case Selection. Table 1
illustrated the anticipated learning opportunities and case selection and academic schedules.

Participants and analysis

During the nineteen-day period, six Curtin Medical School students attended the academic schedules
listed in Table 1 under joint supervision. During the daily ward rounds, students were exposed to case
studies in medicine, surgery, pathology, laboratory medicine and radiology. The daily schedule included
the morning and afternoon sessions with either the end-of-session group and individual debrief or the
end-of-the-day summary. The key takeaways from both individual and group debriefs form the re�ections
in this article. Both individual and group debriefs were conducted using both the unstructured and semi-
structured individual interview format, with the unstructured format being the most predominant. A semi-
structured individual interview format is the most widely used method in qualitative research, and enables
students to delve deeply and re�ect on their experiences in anticipation of the emergence of new themes
during the re�ection.2  The design of individual interviews is based on the modi�ed SNAPPS 6-step
feedback tool including the following sets of questions: ‘have you Summarised brie�y the history and
examination problem lists?’, ‘have you Narrowed the problem lists to the two commonest possibilities and
one “not-to-missed” red-�ag possibility?’, ‘have you Analysed the problem lists by comparing and
contrasting the possibilities?’, ‘have you Probed the supervisor by asking questions about uncertainties,
di�culties, or alternative approaches?’, ‘have you Picked the unique case and plan for the case writing for
journal submission?’, and ‘have you Selected learning points for both case reporting and ongoing self-
directed learning in the topic?’3 All the re�ections were recorded immediately after debrief by the
supervisor, then read and analysed by the thematic synthesis method including the development of
descriptive themes (SNAPPS in this article) and eventual generation of analytical themes (reporting cases
and learning points in this article).4 We chose this approach because it is suitable for analysing relatively
unstructured, text-based data in an inclusive and rigorous manner.5 The students read the transcripts and
discussed with supervisors the identi�ed cases for case report writing and case-speci�c clinical-reasoning
learning. This dual process was adopted to achieve higher reliability of the re�ection, consequently
strengthening the learning of both case reporting and clinical reasoning. Some of the case presentations
and bedside demonstrations were selected for journal submission. The students have also provided 6-
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months post-elective feedback regarding the impact on clinical reasoning learning as well as academic
outcomes.

Results
The students’ re�ections on the elective’s impact on their bedside assessment skills, case report writing,
clinical reasoning and academic performance have formed the results of this article. During bedside
demonstration, students mastered the modi�ed SNAPPS framework as an important clinical assessment
tool (Table 2). During case presentations, 123 cases in 23 disciplines were distributed amongst the six
students with each student having an average of 20 case presentations during the elective. Each student
selected two cases to write case report for journal submission by using PICO framework (Table 2).
Clinical reasoning has been constantly taught to the students by bedside case presentation and case
report writing for submissions to Australian Doctor and British Medical Journal (BMJ) Case Report, and
observed improvement has been well re�ected in students’ clinical placement, case report writing and
academic performance.

Student one: I found my supervised elective rewarding. The bedside demonstration provided ample
opportunities for observing how senior clinicians exercised “SNAPP/PICO” to obtain a comprehensive
management plan. My bedside clinical assessment has been unique, as I was allowed unprecedented
access to patients’ entire clinical journeys, from admission to discharge to practice “SNAPP/PICO”.

The process of selecting case presentation/report writing helped me to understand the complexity and
the importance of clinical reasoning in prioritising management, re�ne my history-taking skills,
understand clinical sequelae and gain con�dence in patient-centred communication. I can foresee the
“SNAPPS” and “PICO” frameworks being effective clinical reasoning tools for future curricular study,
internship and career medical practice.

Six months onwards, case report writing created a platform for the academic-nurturing interaction
between supervisors and students. These ongoing interactions through case report writing and editing
have strengthened my clinical reasoning skills in my clinical placements in rural Perth, in which I have
been appraised by supervisors. My Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE) skill has improved
through case report writing in time for my exam preparation achieving satisfactory academic results. I am
now con�dent in clinical assessment during my clinical rotations, which will help my intern year in 2022
and serve me well to become a competent clinician.

Student two: Our exchange-elective to China was incredibly valuable in developing our approach to
clinical reasoning. Interacting with patients under supervision allowed us to understand the clinical
reasoning process to reach a diagnosis. Bedside clinical assessment allowed using the “SNAPPS/PICO”
frameworks for selecting two case; a case of External Counterpulsation, a device used to increase blood
return to coronary vessels during diastole, and a case of relapsing polychondritis, a disease diagnosed by
exclusion. Case reporting writing was effective in improving my clinical approach in comprehensive
history-taking, examination, and relevant investigations, also showed me the necessity of explorative
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process to avoid missing a red-�ag diagnosis. Ultimately, the experience has highlighted diagnostic
clinical reasoning in enquiring broadly without con�ning to a diagnosis early, while critical thinking with
systematic approach has put me ahead in my transition into full-clinical years.

Now 6-months on, I have commenced clinical rotations at rural hospital in Australia, and observed the
difference in types of cases presenting to a tertiary hospital in China in comparison to Australia. I found
the China elective extremely valuable in my clinical reasoning skills transition into full-time placement
application through exposing me to large volumes of clinical cases in different body-systems at clinical
setting. During these placements, I have used “SNAPPS” and “PICO” frameworks in my daily clinical
encounters and was constantly watching for case report writing to share with fellow students and
supervisors, whom were impressed with my presentation of the case I saw during the elective.

Student three: “SNAPPS/PICO” was a great outline to keep in my mind entering the exchange program
second-time, this goal-orientated approach allowed me to clinical reasoning skills to obtain key
information required to complete the case reports. Information gathering through this approach was
invaluable both clinically and professionally for education and collegiality. Under close supervision, I
completed two case reports, a case of near-fatal Vibrio Vulni�cus Infection leading to amputation, a case
of carotid artery dissection with massive stroke caused by chiropractic massage. Daily re�ection with
SNAPPS/PICO on the cases and recalling the bedside interaction was an effective way to consolidate
clinical reasoning learning from experienced clinicians. Case report writing is an important skill to allow
clinicians sharing and disseminating knowledge especially, learning from mistakes, guiding evidence-
based practice. As medical students with limited experience and opportunities, case report writing
provided the stepping stone to develop both clinical assessment and reasoning skills, thus decision
making. This experience has facilitated better transition into full-time case-based learning and effectively
retaining critical information. Ultimately, the case report writing and clinical reasoning skills through this
elective was vital to my progression from learning to critical thinking.

The last six months of clinical rotations have highlighted the value of the elective with e�cient use of
SNAPPS/PICO daily to consolidate knowledge, promote con�dence and critical thinking. The rare cases
encountered were also invaluable as I was able to share my experience with clinicians and get an
alternate perspective or experience from their careers, motivating ongoing study. Finally, the case report
writing has re�ned my clinical writing skills of getting salient information, enhancing clinical reasoning
skills, thus contributing to OSCE and competent intern preparation.

Student four: By applying the “SNAPPS/PICO” framework, the elective enabled us to improve our clinical
reasoning in an engaging manner. After taking histories and performing examinations on patients, we
brainstormed and excluded possible differentials as a team. A salient learning point was the process of
systematically excluding differentials by analysing the patient’s history, physical examination and
investigation results. Getting involved with case reporting has provided incredibly valuable insight into the
thinking processes medical students should adopt when approaching patients. This process was well
re�ected by two selected case reports. One was a case of recurrent pneumonia caused by a
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tracheoesophageal �stula and the other discussed acute retinal necrosis in an immunocompetent
patient. Writing the case reports has reinforced the use of SNAPPS/PICO when approaching patients.
This skill will assist me in my clinical years and postgraduate training.

On re�ection six months later, I have found the SNAPPS framework useful in conjugation with our PBL
(problem-based learning) cases. This become particularly useful as contact hours at university were
reduced due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and having a systematic approach to new cases enabled me to
further self-direct my own learning.

Student �ve: An intensive two-weeks elective to practise clinical assessment skills daily with bedside
demonstration by using the “SNAPPS/PICO” framework has changed the way I study medicine for the
better. Supervised history taking highlighted the importance of having a systematic and logical approach,
categorising differentials in an organised manner either by body-systems, pathological processes, or by
‘can’t be missed’ - red �ag diagnoses. This approach has become the centre of my studies after the
elective, allowing me to envisage theory into a clinical context. As a result, I now write down three-to-�ve
pertinent questions to ask for every disease/pathology, making me to choose wisely on relevant
investigations and management. I prepared two case reports including one case on achalasia in a patient
with progressively worsening dysphagia and another case about cervical spine abscess and
osteomyelitis in a patient with rapidly progressive paralysis. In preparing both case reports, I was using
the SNAPPS/PICO by taking ‘clues’ that can assist in narrowing down the diagnosis and establishing the
most appropriate management. I found the task to write case reports after the bed side history taking
essential in reinforcing the knowledge I learnt in wards and teaching me the real-life clinical reasoning
process, which I needs to become a competent intern as well as preparing my OSCE.

My ongoing study six months after the elective has greatly reminded me the “SNAPPS/PICO” framework
used for clinical assessment and case selection. The COVID-19 pandemic has had a signi�cant impact
on our contact hours at university, and studying medicine became more self-directed than ever before. I
really learnt to appreciate the bedside demonstration, case presentations and clinical reasoning during
the elective, through simulated patients I found “SNAPPS/PICO” framework can prioritise my clinical
reasoning learning to progress me to be a competent intern.

Student six: The elective has given the opportunity to develop our clinical reasoning skills, primarily
through “SNAPPS/PICO” during bedside demonstrations and case report writing. “SNAPPS/PICO”
allowed me to identify the key points in a given case with more clarity and direction. The demonstration
of clinical skills in a structured bedside setting helped shed light on the thought process clinicians
undergo. The active participation in clinical reasoning with experienced doctors has built the con�dence
of patient interaction, facilitating case identi�cation and introducing case report writing. Writing case
report allowed me to dissect and re�ect on the clinical reasoning process for a �nal diagnosis under the
close supervision of experienced doctors, whom discussed the case with us in great detail, allowing us to
develop a deep understanding and appreciation of the clinical reasoning process.
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Six-month on, the elective has paid great dividends in three areas including knowledge retention, clinical
reasoning and scienti�c writing. A wide range of patients with various conditions, both common and rare,
enhanced my knowledge retention by making the link of pre-clinical learning with real patients. The
various rare cases extended the learning boundary to case report writing. Scienti�c writing is fundamental
for career clinicians, introduction of case report writing included one patient with aortic dissection and
another with sciatic nerve endometriosis. The case report writing built starting points for scienti�c writing
and research. Clinical reasoning learning has been e�cacious through bedside clinical assessment using
“SNAPPS/PICO” and interacting with editors and supervisors when answering editorial questions, a boost
to OSCE preparation.

Discussion
This re�ection has demonstrated how clinical reasoning was taught and learned through bedside
demonstration, case presentation with re�ected discussion, and case selection for case report writing.
The ultimate goals of this re�ection will include improving students’ clinical competency, reducing theory-
practice gap, consolidating the learning of clinical reasoning, and understanding the essential
preparations to become a quali�ed intern.

Bedside clinical skill demonstration

Bedside clinical teaching is known to be di�cult to implement because it is obviously resource intensive
with many factors including increasing workload and need for e�ciency in clinical departments, service
provision, and patient care, which may take priority over teaching when resources are limited. 6 There may
be factors speci�c to the learner, teacher, patient, environment, and ethical issues. However, bedside
teaching has been well documented to provide bene�ts in terms of role modelling, staff recruitment and
retention, formative assessment of learner’s performance, continuing professional development of the
teacher and quality improvement, both clinically and educationally. The elective students had been
provided with formal bedside teaching including pre-selected cases, two dedicated tutors, and inpatient
availability of all departments. Recent evidence has demonstrated that formal bedside teaching is
effective if organised with adequate sta�ng to quarantine the teachers or tutors, and concentrating on
case presentation, case selection and clinical reasoning discussion.6 Clinical reasoning and knowledge
were perceived to be most important, exerting good patient outcome through comprehensive assessment
with “SNAPPS” and “PICO” frameworks leading to prompt decision making. Bedside demonstration has
laid the foundation for the eventual case presentation and selection for writing case report and integrate
the clinical reasoning into the learning objectives. Bedside demonstrations have also been shown to be
useful for providing an overview of the complete set of clinical skills to be learned, especially when an
overview is provided early in the learning process of preclinical and transitional clinical years, as evident
in this elective of how clinical reasoning skills were taught and learned.7,8,9

Another salient point from the re�ection is case presentation and selection for case report writing for
journal submission. It has been proven to be an expected outcome of this elective in enhancing clinical
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reasoning skill. Case presentation has always been one of the most valuable and evidence-based tools of
medical education for presenting challenging medical cases to medical students, junior doctors and even
consultant physicians.10 Clinical learning during medical school is mainly case-based.11 Most of the
important educational objectives that case reports introduce include enhancing awareness of rare
disorders to facilitate diagnosis, clarifying new aspects on disease’s aetiology, clarifying misunderstood
treatment response, and describing how to avoid future mistakes.12 During this elective, students have
been able to select the cases from their many bedside demonstrations and recognize the answerable
clinical question, and then to �nd current best evidence to answer this question by performing a thorough
and effective literature review. During the literature review, students critically analysed the medical
literature and chose the appropriate reference to support the case. By writing a case report, students gain
experience in literature review and medical writing as well as experiencing the steps of evidence-based
medicine, which consists of formulating a clinical question, �nding the best evidence, critically appraising
the evidence, and applying the evidence to the patient. Each of the six students has already had one case
report published/accepted for publication in Australian Doctor, which is the most read clinical journals
among clinicians. Another case for each student is either published or editorial review in BMJ Case
Report. Even if the manuscript does not ultimately get published, the review of the case literature carries
educational value. A case report including evaluating a patient’s medical history, performing a physical
examination, considering various differential diagnosis, selecting a treatment plan, and considering
various side effects and outcomes of treatments provide an educational platform for students’ clinical
reasoning learning, albeit will not have as much potential impact on clinical practice as randomized
controlled trials or other research.13 However, well-written and appropriately structured case reports with
meticulous attention to the very minute details will contribute to the medical literature and can still enrich
our knowledge in today’s evidence-based medical education. The case reports written by the students
from this elective certainly re�ect this important educational message despite the fact that they are
inexperienced and novice authors.

In line with the students’ re�ection, case reports provide the opportunity to engage in simpler scienti�c
writing before pursuing more advanced forms of medical writing. Case reports provide an early
opportunity to publish outside formal scienti�c research projects.14,15 They engage a pertinent clinical
question, and give students practice in research and assessment skills that forge competent clinicians.16

 Another recent study identi�ed �ve educational bene�ts of case reports for medical students including
developing observation and pattern recognition skills, developing hypothesis-generating skills,
understanding patient-centered care, writing skills and rhetorical versatility, and the case report as a “mini-
thesis”.17 Such bene�ts have been observed in the clinical placement after the elective, when students
learn self-criticism, hone hypothesis-generating skills through case report writing and answer editors’
arguments and criticisms by analysing how to implement the most up-to-date research evidence into
clinical practice. Implementing updated research evidence into clinical practice is the fundamental
element of ongoing training for a competent clinician, as evidenced by a recent study.18 In this study,
graduate trainees stated that they acquired most of their competences of implementing research into
practice by on-the-job experience of clinical case management, self-study and ongoing professional
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education. Case reporting writing with this elective has certainly laid the foundation of ongoing training
for medical students in terms of evidence-implementation skills in clinical practice, consequently
fostering the lifelong learning of a competent clinician.

This elective highlighted two other educational points including students’ longitudinal follow-up
re�ections at different time-points and the integration of bedside demonstration and case report writing
into clinical reasoning. Clinical reasoning has been de�ned as a way of critical thinking and decision
making in clinical practice19, requiring clinicians to analyse a cluster of clinical presentations, create a list
of differential diagnosis and develop a management strategy.20 The process of clinical reasoning is
undertaken by all clinicians, usually automatically, similar to the “SNAPPS” and “PICO” approaches used
in this elective, and is the cognitive process that underlies differential diagnosis and management of
clinical presentations.21 The dual cognitive process from cognitive psychology theory 22,23,24 showed that
the reasoning process consists of System 1 and System 2 processes.25,26 System 1 is an intuitive
thinking process, which is unconscious and quick but at the same time it is prone to various cognitive
biases27, while System 2 is an analytical thinking process, which is deliberate and slow28 to reduce
System 1 biases physicians use instead with System 2 process that assesses whether a diagnosis made
using the intuitive process is correct or not by analysing more information.29,30 The combination of
System 1 and 2 will certainly ensure the safest outcome of the clinical reasoning process applied by the
clinician. Recent research indicated clinical reasoning is fundamental to medical education and
practice31 and was one of the most important indicators of competent clinicians. However, clinical
reasoning is often regarded as difficult to conceptualise and teach, posing challenges to clinical
teachers.32,33 Recent evidence showed motivated clinicians showcasing the pivotal role of clinical
reasoning for more efficient teaching and practice in systematic and evidence-based manner, making
clinical reasoning being regarded as an art rather than a science.34 This re�ection paper has certainly
focussed on promoting the above-mentioned medical educational points of clinical reasoning through
the students’ re�ections during the elective and six months after. CR learned by the students during this
elective and after is using system 2 by dissecting the clinical management steps through case report
writing. Selecting an appropriate case to report for publication is how system 2 was used in practice. The
academic bene�ts of writing a case report for journal submission will inform curricular development in
terms of theoretical study, OSCE exam and clinical placement.

CR learned by the students through bedside demonstration and case report writing during this elective
has a similar approach as the Script Concordance Test (SCT) being increasingly used in ongoing
postgraduate medical education in CR. Script theory explains how physicians progressively acquire
knowledge adapted to their clinical tasks.35,36  The SCT is a tool for assessment of clinical reasoning that
is increasingly being used in continuing professional development in medical education.37 SCT is the
unique form of clinical assessment based on clinical scenarios designed to measure clinical data
interpretation. An expert reference panel, including 10-20 members with different disciplines, are
recommended for optimal reliability on the learning outcomes.38 Re�ecting on our exchange elective, and
students’ re�ections in terms of bedside demonstration, case reports and integrated clinical reasoning
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learning have only two supervisors on the expert reference panel. One would propose that we will gain
more learning points for CR if their re�ections can be reviewed and discussed by more supervisors from
different disciplines. Thus, we can plan our next exchange elective by adopting SCT style with
involvement of more supervisors for discussion and feedback from research perspectives. Our case
report writing for the students has provided a platform for case-based review of the selected cases to
maximise the learning outcome. The highlighted bene�t of this collaborative exchange elective is of
adequate resources of cases specially for the students to learn on a preorganised teaching ward round.
We need to plan multi-specialty feedback sessions at the next exchange elective. During the ensuing
clinical placement, they have not only used the “SNAPPS” and “PICO” frameworks but also referred the
cases to multiple supervisors for advice to increase the learning input.

Another important aspect of clinical reasoning during the elective is that recent review39 has observed
clinical reasoning’s variation with the clinical context in�uenced by patient factors, doctor factors, and
environmental factors. Research about clinical reasoning has tended to focus on the individual,
assessing their ability to perform clinical reasoning tasks. This review identifies areas for continued
research, including which contexts have a negative or positive impact, and the effect of multiple contexts
(cognitive loading) on clinical reasoning. In terms of patient factors, recent study showed 25 physicians
videotaped encounters by altering one or more contextual factors including low English proficiency,
emotional volatility, incorrect diagnosis suggestion, or atypical presentation. The research team found
that participating physicians were more likely to misinterpret key clinical reasoning data if two contextual
factors were present. The research team postulated that multiple contextual factors led to increased
cognitive load, leading to a negative perception of the clinical situation, consequent mistaken
interpretation, and adverse clinical reasoning outcome.40 During our exchange elective, low English
pro�ciency may be one of the major patient factors impacting on the clinical reasoning learning despite
our supervisors being shadow as language translators. Another study looked at patient’s disruptive
behaviour and diagnostic difficulty of presentation. Diagnostic accuracy was significantly lower for both
the difficult patients (p=0.017) and the diagnostically difficult cases (p<0.001), however applying clinical
reasoning with critical reflection did improve diagnostic rates (p=0.002).41 The research team repeated
the study by investigating why difficult patients reduced diagnostic accuracy by providing cases to 74
physicians including half with ‘difficult patients’ and half with ‘neutral patients’. The study concluded that
diagnostic scores were significantly lower for difficult patients (p < 0.01) and participating physicians
recalled fewer clinical findings and more behaviour observations from the difficult patients (p < 0.001).42

During our elective, we have come across ‘di�cult patients’ with behavioural issues impairing the
accuracy of the clinical reasoning process and the initial clinical diagnosis. The eventual positive
outcome was reached by the clinical management discussion with the patient and next of kin in a clinical
priority way. The students did greatly appreciate their clinical reasoning learning through a di�cult
patient. Another interesting study looked at patient appearance and the effect on clinical reasoning.
Participating physicians were given case-based scenarios with classed patient pictures as ‘poor and dirty’
in appearance or as ‘rich and clean’. There was no significant difference in diagnostic accuracy, however
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participating physicians reported processing the case more extensively if the patient appeared ‘rich and
clean’ (p = 0.04).43

The study has three major limitations. One was that we need to collect feedback or re�ections from
supervisors at the First A�liated Hospital, Sun Yat-sen University about the students’ learning during the
elective. Further research should focus on feedback from both supervisors and students. A second
limitation of this study is that longer term re�ections and learning outcome is somewhat disrupted by the
COVID-19 lockdown and online curriculum delivery. Students have very limited face-to-face access to
patients and cases during the longer-term follow-up. Through further face-to-face follow-up interview with
both students and supervisors, clinical reasoning will be even more integrated into their future daily
clinical practice with facilitation of career choices and evidence-based care for patients. The third
limitation about the study will be lack of adequate consideration of teaching clinical reasoning at real life
context, especially patient factors because supervisors in charge have preselected all the cases for a
teaching ward round at different disciplines.

Conclusion
These re�ections provide insight into how this exchange elective may improve students’ clinical
reasoning skills in ongoing medical training, enhance scienti�c writing skills, and achieve excellent
academic performance. These students accomplished their learning outcomes under joint supervision
from both institutions by daily case discussion and using the clinical reasoning framework in different
disciplines at the First A�liated hospital, Sun Yat-sen University. The students have been provided many
opportunities to incorporate the clinical reasoning learning into the case report writing and learning during
their placements. The clinical reasoning skills learned from these experiences enhance the way clinical
reasoning being taught by supervisor to improve students’ clinical placement training, which has
translated into their clinical academic performance and ensure the smooth transition from medical
student to competent interns. This paper aims to improve the understanding of both supervisors and
students in recognising the effect of this elective on motivating the ongoing learning of clinical reasoning
at the bedside. The paper also suggests that short-term elective of undergraduate medical students may
open an exciting avenue for further research to build upon the existing literature and innovative ways of
teaching clinical reasoning.
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Tables
Table 1 illustrated the anticipated learning opportunities and case selection and academic schedules.
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Academic Schedules Anticipated Learning Opportunities and Case Selection

Day 1 Department of
Laboratory Medicine and
Department of Cardiology

Brief Introductory Lectures on haematology, serology, microbiology and
immunology with case studies; Common cases (Ischaemic Heart
Diseases, Heart Failure & Atrial Fibrillation) teaching ward round, Case
selection discussion

Day 2 Department of
General Surgery (Thyroid
and Breast) and
Department of
Gastrointestinal Surgery

Common cases (Thyroid and Breast surgery) Teaching ward round with
Case selection discussion & Operating Rooms observation, Common
cases (Upper and Lower GI malignancy and In�ammatory Bowel
Diseases) Teaching ward round with Case selection discussion &
Operating Rooms observation

Day 3 Department of
Medical Imaging
(Radiology and Nuclear
Medicine) and
Department of Intensive
Care Unit

Brief Introductory Lectures on X-ray, Ultrasound, CT scan & MRI Scan; X-
ray case studies and learn to interpret CXR, AXR and Musculoskeletal X-
ray with Case selection discussion; Common cases (Respiratory Failure,
Multiorgan Failure and Septic shock) Teaching ward round with Case
selection discussion

Day 4 Department of
Hepato-Biliary Surgery
and Department of
Respiratory Medicine

Common cases (Heart, Respiratory and Multi-organ failure; Renal failure
and other Chronic Renal Diseases) teaching ward round, Routine Renal
Medicine ward round, Physical Signs Learning and Discussion of
Diagnostic workup

Day 5 Department of
Gastrointestinal Medicine
(Endoscopy Unit) and
Department of Obstetrics

Lectures on basic blood test results (FBC, U+E, LFT, TFT, Fasting
Glucose, HbA1c, Lipid pro�le) interpretation and case studies; Histology
sample preparation (Frozen section)

Day 6 Department of
Neurology and
Department of
Rehabilitation Medicine

Lectures on X-ray, Ultrasound, CT scan and MRI Scan; X-ray case studies
and learn to interpret CXR, AXR and Musculoskeletal X-ray

Day 7 Department of
Anaesthesia  and Pain
Medicine

Common cases (Lower limb trauma, Joint replacement and
Osteoarthritis) teaching ward round, Operating Rooms observation,
Physical Signs Learning and Discussion of Surgical Complications;
Emergency case management

Day 8 Department of
Plastic Surgery and
Microsurgery and
Department of Vascular
Surgery

Common cases (Stroke, Movement Disorder and Degenerative
disorders) teaching ward round, Physical Signs Learning and
Discussion of Diagnostic workup

Day 9 Department of
Haematology and
Department of Bone
Marrow Transplant &
Plasmapheresis

Common cases (Ischaemic Heart Diseases, Heart Failure and Atrial
Fibrillation) teaching ward round, Physical Signs Learning and
Discussion of Diagnostic workup

Day 10 Department of
Endocrinology and
Department of
Dermatology

Common cases (Type I and II Diabetes and its complications, Thyroid
diseases and Pituitary diseases) teaching ward round, Physical Signs
Learning and Discussion of Diagnostic workup

Day 11 Department of
Paediatric Medicine and

Common cases (Rheumatoid Arthritis, Cutaneous and Systemic Lupus
and Mixed Connective tissue diseases) teaching ward round, Physical
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Department of Neonatal
Intensive Care Unit

Signs Learning and Discussion of Diagnostic workup

Day  12 Department of
Ophthalmology and Sun
Yat-Sen University Eye
Hospital

Common cases (Asthma, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Diseases,
Interstitial Lung Diseases and Lung Cancer) teaching ward round,
Physical Signs Learning and Discussion of Diagnostic workup

Day 13 Department of
Renal Medicine and Sun
Yat-Sen University
Dialysis Centre

Common cases (Anaemia, Clotting Disorder and Malignancy) teaching
ward round, Physical Signs Learning and Discussion of Diagnostic
workup

Day 14 Department of
Rheumatology and
Immunology and
Department of Medical
Oncology and Radiation
Oncology

Common cases (Connective tissue diseases, Leukaemia and
Lymphoma) teaching ward round, Physical Signs Learning and
Discussion of Diagnostic workup

Table 2 Modi�ed SNAPPS and PICO

SNAPPS for the exchanged students’ case report writing

1. Summarize brie�y the history and examination problem lists

2. Narrow the problem lists to the two commonest possibilities and one “not-to-be-missed” red-�ag
possibility

3. Analyse the problem lists by comparing and contrasting the possibilities

4. Probe the supervisor by asking questions about uncertainties, di�culties, or alternative
approaches

5. Pick the unique case and plan for the case writing for journal submission

6. Select learning points for both case reporting and ongoing self-directed learning in the topic

PICO for supervisors’ & exchanged students’ bedside teaching of clinical reasoning

1. Problem lists creation in history taking, physical examination and bedside investigation

2. Investigate for supporting evidence to integrate into clinical assessment

3. Correct mistakes, teach general rules and reinforce what was right

4. Outcome analysis to identify the learning points

 


